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ELPUB 2019
ElPub 2019 will celebrate the
cultural diversity in all aspects
of the transmission and
perception of the written,
spoken and illustrated word.
Taking as an inspirational starting point
the concept of bibliodiversity, a term
coined by Chilean publishers in the
1990s, the forum will revisit its
definition and explore what it means
today.
Being organised five years after the
adoption of the International
Declaration of Independent Publishers
to Promote and Strengthen
Bibliodiversity Together, supported in
2014 by 400 publishers from 45
countries, the conference aims to bring
together the enquiring academic,
professional and publishing industry
minds keen to explore the ever
evolving nature of the knowledge
transmission within human societies.
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This year, ElPub will take place
in Marseille, France
June 02 - 04, 2019
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CONFERENCE VENUE
ElPub 2019 will take place at the
Palais du Pharo, a centerpiece of
historic architecture located on the
heights of Marseille's Old Port.
The Palais du Pharo (Pharo Palace) is a
beautiful palace built in 1858, at the
request of the Emperor Napoleon III for
his wife, the Empress Eugénie. Lying a
short walk away from the city centre and
a wide variety of accommodation options,
the Palais du Pharo is the ideal place to
host ElPub 2019.
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CONFERENCE VENUE
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CO-ORGANIZERS
ElPub 2019 Conference is organized by eight prestigious institutions.

The Ministry of Higher Education, Research and Innovation (MESRI) is
a government department of France overseeing higher education and
research.

The French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS) is among
the world’s leading research institutions. Internationally recognised for
the excellence of its scientific research, the CNRS is a reference in the
world of research and development, as well as for the general public.

OpenEdition is a comprehensive digital publishing infrastructure at the
service of scientific information in the Humanities and social Sciences.
The OpenEdition portal includes tens of thousands of scientific
documents that promote open access, while respecting the economic
equilibrium of publications.

The Center for Direct Scientific Communication (CCSD) works for the
researchers’communities and their institutional environment. Its main
mission is to provide tools, in the respect of open access principles, for
archiving and the dissemination of scientific publications and data.
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CO-ORGANIZERS
Huma-Num aims at supporting research communities by providing
services, assessment and tools on digital research data. Huma-Num
offers a variety of platforms and tools for the processing, conservation,
dissemination and long-term preservation of digital research data.

Persée is a digital library of open access, mostly French-language
scholarly journals, established by the Ministry of National Education of
France. It is one of the largest francophone portals dedicated to human
and social sciences, with about 600 000 documents freely available.

Inria, the French research institute for digital sciences, promotes
scientific excellence and technology transfer to maximise its impact.
Inria works with many companies and has assisted in the creation of
over 160 startups.

Métopes is an infrastructure designed for publishers and to serve the
editorial activities of all higher education and research institutions.
It provides methods and a set of tools to enable the creation of
structured editorial content repositories and to help scholarly
publishers to manage the transformation of the publishing and
distribution functions in keeping as closely as possible with their goalsand missions of research results and datas dissemination.

Sponsorship Packages

We offer different sponsorship levels: bronze, silver, gold and platinum.
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Sponsorship Packages
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SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS

1. Logo + description on website
and projection screens:
Logo and description will be
displayed on ElPub 2019 website
and on projection screens
2. Logo + description in print
programme:
Logo and description will be
included in the paper programme
3. Promotional material in bag:
Promotional materials will be
inserted in each participant's
conference bag
4. Roll up or Kakemono in
meeting room:
A space will be reserved to display
promotional materials (Roll up or
Kakemono) in the meeting room

5. Table in meeting room:
A table will be available to
display promotional materials
and to meet prospects
6. Invitations:
Free admissions to the
workshops and conference
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